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The impact of scams
• Pension scams wreck lives and can 

happen to anyone.

• People lose between £1,000 -
£500,000. Once the money’s gone it’s 
often gone for good.

• New regulations 
on processing transfers mean trustees 
will have more power to help protect 
members from scams.
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The pledge to combat pension scams
• In November 2020 we launched the pledge to combat 

pension scams to set expectations about what industry 
can do to protect members from pensions scams.

• So far over 380 schemes and organisations have pledged.
• New regulations have incorporated two of the key 

principles of the pledge – around due diligence measures 
and warning members about high-risk transfers.

• The pledge continues to ask industry to go further and 
commit to: raise awareness of risks, direct those seeking 
cash drawdown to get guidance from MoneyHelper, 
educate themselves about evolving tactics, and report 
suspicions of pension scams
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Going further with regulations
Trustees and scheme managers play 
an important role in protecting 
members from scams and are ideally 
positioned to recognize the warning 
signs that a transfer might be at risk 
of a scam. 
These new regulations give trustees 
more power to stop transfers where 
red flags are raised and direct 
members to impartial guidance.

• Trustees are asked to take 
a risk based approach.

• Most transfers will be 
straightforward

• New regulations commence 
on 30 November
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New duties for trustees
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Red flags
• Red flag 1: The member has failed to provide the required information
• Red flag 2: The member has not provided evidence of receiving mandatory 

guidance from MoneyHelper
• Red flag 3: A person may have carried out a regulated activity for the 

member relating to the transfer without the appropriate regulatory status
• Red flag 4: The member has requested a transfer after unsolicited contact
• Red flag 5: The member has been offered an incentive to make the transfer
• Red flag 6: The member has been pressured to make the transfer
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Amber flag
• Amber flag 1: The member has not provided a complete response to a request 

for evidence to demonstrate an employment link or overseas residency
• Amber flag 2: The member has provided a complete response to a request for 

evidence but is unable to demonstrate an employment link or overseas residency
• Amber flag 3: High risk or unregulated investments are included in the scheme
• Amber flag 4: The scheme charges are unclear or high
• Amber flag 5: The scheme’s investment structure is unclear, complex or 

unorthodox
• Amber flag 6: Overseas investments are included in the scheme
• Amber flag 7: You are aware of a sharp and unusual rise in the volume of 

transfers going to the same scheme or involving the same adviser
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Read our guidance
We've worked closely with DWP, 
MAPS, FCA & PSIG to develop new 
guidance:

Dealing with transfer requests | The 
Pensions Regulator

• 18-month period to review 
regulations is now open

• Feedback on the guidance can 
be given through the website

• Get to know what's expected and 
read our guidance
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Pension Safeguarding Guidance Appointment
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Money and Pensions Service

Agenda

• Creating MaPS
• MoneyHelper explained
• Signposting to MoneyHelper
• Pension safeguarding 
• Transfer process
• Customer journey
• The appointment
• Unique reference number
• Data collection
• Key messages
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Creating MaPS
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The reasoning for MAS, TPAS and Pension Wise to come 
together and form a single body was:

- To make it easier and clearer for customers to find the 
info they need in one single place

- To join up services to make it easier to hand-off and 
provide holistic guidance

- Avoid duplication
- Create efficiencies overall (overheads, process, time & 

effort, promotion amongst others)

Ultimately drive take-up of the services. This was 
supported by industry and consumer groups. 
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Corporate brand
Speaks with employees, 
partners & stakeholders

Consumer facing brand
Speaks directly to consumers 

Top level categories

Service and 
products
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MoneyHelper: Consumer facing brand

Pension Wise

Specialist Pensions  
Appointments

Pensions Guidance
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How MoneyHelper can help
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Pensions guidance
Helpline offering free, impartial help about 

any pensions topic to all, e.g.:

•What happens to your pension if you 
leave your job?

•How much can you pay into a pension?
•How does moving or living abroad affect 

your UK pension?
•How can you top up your State Pension?

•Is it a good idea to combine all your 
pensions together?

Specialist pensions 
appointments

Appointments offered through 
MoneyHelper that can be booked to focus 

on a specific topic e.g.:

•Pensions on divorce
•Pension loss (if you think you have been 

scammed)
•Rebuilding pensions after being the victim 

of a scam
•Self-employed reviews

•Pension Safeguarding Guidance

Pension Wise
Government service from 

MoneyHelper that offers free, impartial 
guidance to over 50s about their DC pot 

options.

The appointment lasts around an hour, and 
will cover:

•Options for taking your pension money
•How each option is taxed

•Next steps to take
•Questions to ask your provider
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Pension Safeguarding 

• Regulations now only have two conditions:
1. Transfer into certain receiving schemes (Master Trust, Public Service Pension Schemes or Collective MP Scheme)
2. Transfers into all other receiving schemes

• Transfers which meet condition 1 can proceed as normal

• For condition 2 if on the balance of probabilities (subject to the transferring scheme’s own due diligence) none of the 
red or amber flags are present, then the transfer may proceed as normal

• If the scheme is not satisfied, they may request further information from the member. If this further information, on 
the balance of probabilities suggests that none of the red or amber flags are present, then the transfer may proceed

• If the scheme is not satisfied, they can either stop the transfer (if a red flag is present) or refer the member for a 
Pension Safeguarding Guidance appointment with MaPS (if an amber flag is present)
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Referrals to MoneyHelper
Amber Flags

• There are high risk or unregulated investments included in the receiving scheme; and/or

• Where the fees being charged by the receiving scheme are unclear or high; and/or

• The proposed investment structures are complicated or unorthodox; and/or

• The receiving scheme includes overseas investments or any of the advisors are based overseas; and/or

• There has been a high volume of transfers to a single receiving scheme or involving a single advisor or firm.

Where there are amber flags present the transfer can only proceed when the 
member has taken expert scams guidance from MoneyHelper.
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Transfer Process
Proposed 

transfer to a 
“safe” scheme 

so transfer 
proceeds

Scheme 
completes due 

diligence

Member makes 
MoneyHelper

guidance 
appointment

Condition 1:
“safe scheme” 

proposed 

Member confirms 
transfer to proceed 

and provides 
completed paperwork

MoneyHelper
guidance 

appointment 
delivered

Member decides 
not to proceed 
with transfer

Additional 
questioning raises 
“Amber Flags” –

member referred for 
guidance with 
MoneyHelper

Member 
provides unique 

appointment 
reference to 

provider

Transfer 
proceeds

Member does 
not complete 

guidance 
appointment –

Transfer 
stopped

Member does not 
complete request for 
further information -

Transfer stopped

Condition 2:
Due diligence 

raises no issues

Transfer 
proceeds

Additional 
checks raise no 
flags - Transfer 

proceeds

Additional 
questioning 
raises “Red 

Flags” – Transfer 
Stopped

Scheme/member 
completes additional 
checks for Condition 

2.
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Customer Journey (Booking via website)

Appointment 
completed and 
marked up on 

booking system

Appointment 
reminder email/
SMS issued by 

booking system

Link to summary 
document 
emailed to 
customer

Booking 
confirmation 

email issued by 
booking system

Postal summary 
document 

produced and 
issued to 
customer

Customer 
navigates to 

relevant web page

Customer clicks 
button to book an 

appointment

Schedule of 
available 

appointments 
shown

Customer enters 
details and books 
an appointment
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What will the Pension Safeguarding 
Guidance appointment cover?
• Appointment will be focused on pension scams

• Key warning signs of a pension scam

• Question and answer session with the customer linked to key warning signs

• Additional checks customer can take to ensure that they are satisfied with their proposed transfer

• The appointment is not an alternative to financial advice

• The member is expected to take the appointment themselves

• A unique reference number will only be generated for a complete appointment
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What will the unique reference look like?
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What data will be collected during the 
appointment?
• High level data will be collected during the appointment (dependent upon what the customer chooses 

to share) to include:

• Current pension arrangement

• Proposed transfer arrangement

• Introducers/financial advisers involved in the transfer process

• The information shared by the customer will help the appointment be more tailored to the customer 

circumstances and needs

• High level data will be shared with regulatory partners to identify patterns/trends
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Key messages

• The booking form is on a dedicated webpage (not searchable online)

• Members should book the appointment using the dedicated URL link (to be included within the TPR 

Guidance) (a telephone booking line will be available for those with accessibility issues)

• The member must take the appointment themselves

• Appointment will last between 45 – 60 minutes

• MaPS will not be able to communicate directly with schemes/providers

• If an appointment is not completed (member leaves the call early) then a unique reference number will 

not be generated

• Where a member cannot undertake a telephone appointment due to accessibility issues alternative are 

available


